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IMAGE'IN garden chests and benches are manufactured in France and made to 
measure, with the dimensions and colors requested.
Rot-proof, frost-proof and resistant to saline or chlorinated environments, these are  major 
qualities that make the IMAGE'IN garden chest an ideal product for outdoor use.

Materials

Installation
Laying on the floor resting on the perimeter or recommended option: Laying on 
adjustable pedestals. Other options available: Ground anchor fixing ; hidden castors 
of handling ; Load distribution to avoid punching of ground waterproofing systems.

Ventilation & Sealing
Removable wooden closure "IOP-ASSB" non-watertight ;
Storage box with perforated bottom for draining water and for a good ventilation.

Colours and Finishes
Liquid paints :  Primer + Polyurethane two-component Finish ;
Finishing varnishes : matt, satin, gloss or micronized/sanded ;
All shades on the RAL standard colour chart (except pearly, glittery and fluorescent) ;   
Optional extras: Colours not on the RAL colour chart, Special finishes: Marron Oxyde 
Urbain (rusty appearance), Imitation Zinc Patina (IOP-PZC option). 

"ICO" Chest structure 
Fiber-cement HD NT 15mm - Complying with EN 12467 (category A, class 4) : 
Non-flammable A2-s1,d0 (M0); Rot proof; Frost proof; Insensitive in saline environment.

Two-component high performance epoxy assembly resistant to aging and to 
aggressive environments.

"IOP-ASSB" Wooden closure
Assembly of raw exotic wood slats (species according to available stock - others 
species on request). Closure without hinges : separate element to lay on.

DATA SHEET

Solutions combining planter and seat

Planter + Seat in exotic wood "IOP-ASSB" : 

Tailor-made planters from the IMAGE'IN range combined with an 
exotic wood slats top with the IOP-ASSB option.

The closure seats in exotic wood slats "IOP-ASSB"
The removable exotic wood slats closure create a bench with storage space underneath.  
This closure is not watertight; it should be used to store objects that are insensitive to 
humidity.  The wood is left untreated; its colour will gradually evolve and naturally tend 
towards a "silver-grey" hue. The wooden tray is removable and independent of the chest 
(without hinges).

The boards can be "Longitudinal" ou "Transversal".

The "ICO" storage chest
The bench box structure is made from 15mm fibre cement panels, cut on a machining 
centre, glued together, then lacquered and varnished. 
The fibre cement box is fairly heavy and perfectly stable in windy conditions. 
This open structure and the closure system are sold separately. Various solutions are 
available for closing the storage box.

Longitudinal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBE)

Transversal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBE-T)

Longitudinal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBD)

Transversal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBD-T)

Longitudinal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBR)

Transversal slats
(ref. IOP-ASSBR-T)

Differents integrations are possible :

    Recessed 

    Emerging on the sides

    Overlapped on the top


